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I enjoy creating lists. Lists of things to do at work. Lists of shows to stream. Lists of reasons that one
golden retriever is enough to talk my wife out of getting another. There is something about a list that
helps organize your mind and where you want to focus. It is a habit that I picked up from my father
who loves his lists on post-it notes that litter his house and work files.

With over 25 years of experience working for a law firm and in a corporate law department, I have
created a top 10 list of successful habits by corporate in-house counsel. I will share these habits in
series of articles in the Docket, counting down from #10 to #1.

You should not feel like you need to do everything on this list, but pick up on things that resonate with
you to become more effective. This list reflects my own personal view on what makes in-house
counsel successful. You are free to disagree. Let’s begin!

#10 You provide valuable input during every call, meeting, and
interaction.
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The first successful habit that I have observed from accomplished in-house counsel is that they
provide value at every opportunity. There are no wasted meetings. They are never just an observer.
They always have something to say, contribute, question, or share. 

The first successful habit that I have observed from accomplished in-house counsel is that
they provide value at every opportunity. There are no wasted meetings. They are never just
an observer. They always have something to say, contribute, question, or share.

Successful in-house counsel are not afraid to voice their opinion and provide valuable input to their
team members at all times. BackArt / Shutterstock.com 

Being this type of person takes courage, confidence, and the ability to block out the noise. There will
be some who will say: “They love to hear themselves talk.” There will be questions flying around
your own head that may prevent you from speaking. What if the group hates my idea? What if I am
not senior enough to disagree? Did someone already say something such that this will sound
repetitive? And many, many more. You will generate far more reasons not to speak than to speak. 

I think you are more likely to be successful if you push past this internal and external noise. Why? In-
house counsel who are a constant source of thoughts are seen as energetic, problem-solvers, and
therefore vital team members. The complex legal issues that face our companies have no easy
solutions. The more ideas that are generated based on as many perspectives as possible, the more
likely that a solution will be found. The many rejected ideas are just as important as the idea leading
to the solution because those unpursued ideas led you to the right path. 
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In-house counsel who are a constant source of thoughts are seen as energetic, as problem-
solvers, and therefore vital team members.

When I was younger, I did not have the confidence in high school to offer my view. Like most people,
speaking publicly felt intimidating. It can become so comfortable hiding in the safety of silence and
the rest of the audience that does not speak.

Build up your confidence — never be afraid to publicly offer your view to others and speak up. lash
Vector / Shutterstock.com 

But a Jerry Seinfeld joke changed my view. In one of his monologues that opened his classic show,
he said: “According to most studies people’s number one fear is public speaking. Number two is
death. Does that sound right?” He then delivered the punchline that forever changed me: “This
means to the average person, if you got a funeral, you’re better off in the casket than doing the
eulogy.”

It was at that moment that I realized how silly my fears of speaking up had been. No more, I told
myself. Here are the tips that I use to get over any lingering fears of speaking up and offering my
view:

This contribution you want to share is your view. Every view is valuable. You should have
100 percent confidence in sharing it because your view has value even if everyone else sees
it another way. That one person thinks it means that the team needs to consider it. 
No one will remember any mistakes made in sharing your view in the long run, they will
remember how you made them feel and your contribution. I have misspoken in sharing my
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view. I have suggested things that 20 other lawyers hated. I have offered ideas that would
never work on reflection. They are forgotten and what remain are the ideas that no one else
thought of or had the courage to express as well as how you were seen as a problem-solver
and not passive. 
I ask myself whether my contribution to a meeting, call, or brainstorm was sufficient. If not, I
press myself to contribute and that in turn presses me to think of ideas or angles to the issue
that I might not have considered. 

No one will remember any mistakes made in sharing your view in the long run, they will
remember how you made them feel and your contribution.

If someone says something I thought to share or did not think of, push the line of thinking. Give them
credit for the original idea and then build on it. This will become your brand.

I will talk a lot about your brand as in-house lawyer as part of this article series. This habit is one of
the most important habits around your brand. This does not mean that you should constantly
dominate the conversation. No one wants that. But find the right balance. Be a contributor. Be
someone who has energy around problems, not passivity. Be someone who shares an idea. And if it
turns out that your idea is always wrong, like George’s instincts in Seinfeld, then just offer the
opposite.

Join ACC

 

Disclaimer: the information in any resource collected in this virtual library should not be construed as
legal advice or legal opinion on specific facts and should not be considered representative of the
views of its authors, its sponsors, and/or ACC. These resources are not intended as a definitive
statement on the subject addressed. Rather, they are intended to serve as a tool providing practical
advice and references for the busy in-house practitioner and other readers.
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Senior Vice President, Litigation, Investigations, Digital, and Privacy 

GSK

Brennan Torregrossa is Senior Vice President at GSK, a global biopharma company with a purpose to unite
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science, technology, and talent to get ahead of disease together.  Before GSK, Torregrossa was a partner at
Dechert LLP in the product liability and government investigation departments. Torregrossa has over 25 years
of experience advising Fortune 500 pharmaceutical companies on complex legal, risk, and compliance
challenges.  At GSK, he leads a team of litigation, investigation, digital, privacy, and cyber attorneys and
professionals at GSK.
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